
Essentials of Next-Gen BYOD & 
Instant Mobile Content Sharing 
   BYOD: been there, done that. The use of personal devices is no longer a bonus in 
offices and schools, it’s a demand. Here are seven critical features that tech managers 
need to prepare a facility for wireless content sharing today and tomorrow.
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One-Touch Connectivity 
Eliminates Confusion & 
Streamlines Usage

71% of businesses permit BYOD, 

but the vast majority "do not 

offer BYOD support policies.”2 

 

Most Rooms Support BYOD, But Be Careful 
Of Overburdening Wi-Fi Networks

71% of company sizes of 50-249 employees reported that BYOD 

is currently allowed in its organization.8 By 2020, it is predicted 

that 24 billion devices will be connected to the Internet. The 

vast majority will use some form of wireless for access.9

SOURCES: (1) Wainhouse Research, (2) Information Technology Industry Council, 
(3) Los Angeles Times, (4) Los Angeles Daily News,  (5) Ovum, (6) FortiNet, (7) Cisco,
(8) Tech Pro Research , (9) Gigaom   

Enterprise Deployment Will Let 
You Deploy, Update, & Support 
Thousands of Rooms at Once

89% of IT departments enable 

BYOD in some form.7

 

Intelligent Disconnect After 
A Meeting or Presentation 
Keeps Data Secure

Nearly 70% of all smartphone-owning 

professionals use their personal devices 

to access corporate data.5

Connection to the LAN to 
Leverage Standard Network 
Security Protocols.

92% of CIOs are worried that their 

wireless security is inadequate.6

Supporting Multiple 
Sources & Multiple Users 
For True Collaboration

88% of teachers say collaborative 

skills help learners take 

ownership of their education.1

To see how schools & enterprises are using Crestron AirMedia for wireless
HD collaboration from any platform, visit www.crestron.com/airmedia.

Moderator Mode Keeps 
The Host in Control

"The Los Angeles Unified 

School District is seeking to 

recoup millions of dollars"3 

it invested in tablets & after 

a problem-plagued mobile 

rollout. More than 300 

students bypassed security 

measures on their tablets.4


